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Single-Atom Interferometry
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The phase shift of the hyperfine Larmor precession of an individual ground-state171Yb1 ion upon
pulsed variation of the ambient magnetic field has been measured by microwave-optical
resonance interpreted in terms of Mach-Zehnder interferometry. Averaging over an ensem
individual measurements,compared with measurements on an ensemble of ions, demonstrates qu
ergodicity. Even a single measurement yields (incomplete) phase information. Outside the
and dips of the interferogram, where ion probing is incompatible with ion preparation, the r
of measurements arestochastic. This is demonstrated by laser exciting the ion on anE2 line.
[S0031-9007(99)08549-X]
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One of the most sensitive and precise spectroscopic t
niques is microwave-optical double resonance (MOD
[1,2], in particular when the atoms interact with spatia
separated microwave fields [3]. Its variant that featu
instead separatedoptical signal fields has been shown
represent an atom interferometer: Only that componen
the de Broglie wave which has, in fact, interacted with t
light and is now ascribed to the excited state of the sig
transition is affected by the light recoil and spatially sep
rates from the ground-state component [4–7]. It has b
pointed out that the states of a spin-type degree of freed
may replace spatial separation and be sufficient in or
to make this scheme of atom-light interaction qualify a
Mach-Zehnder-type atom interferometer, however, incon-
figuration space [8–10]. We applied microwave-optic
double-resonance spectrometry to106 laser-cooled171Yb1

ions [11], confined in an electrodynamic ion trap [12,1
and to a single ion of this species [14].

Such interferometry has been extended to some
trapped171Yb1 ions and, moreover, to anindividual ion.
Here, each measurement may yield the same result,
random result, depending on whether the quantum ev
tion, after identical ion preparation, results in an ion st
compatible with the detection, or not, respectively. Ra
sey fringes appear in the mean rate of fluorescence de
tions after averaging over manyobservations. Quantum
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projection noise [15] of periodically varying degrees
found superimposed upon the fringes. Opposite Larm
phase shifts applied to the upper and lower hyperfine (
level contributions to the ion’s ground-state wave functi
between the two signal pulses result in a phase shif
the fringes. Restricting the averaging to smaller numb
of observation makes the projection noise increase.
dividual, nonaveraged observations identify the compl
microscopic state of the system: They areselectivemea-
surements unlike measurements on an ensemble [16].
quences of such measurements recorded upon certa
detunings yield invariably “on” or “off” results, but ran
dom variations of on and off at intermediate rf frequenci
This interchange of deterministic and stochastic result
demonstrated with the rf replaced by light, i.e., byopto-
optical double resonance (OODR) on the ion.

The experiment is made up of a 2-mm-sized trap t
contains up to 50 ions. Alternatively, an individual ion
localized in the trap’s electric center. Tunable frequen
doubled cw laser light at 369 nm and of 80 kHz bandwid
excites the ion(s) on thejS1y2, F  1l ! jP1y2, F  0l
resonance line, and the scattered light is photocounted
a time interval, e.g., 2 ms. The light is down-tuned
some 20 MHz (150 MHz) in order to laser cool the ion(s
Optically pumping the ion(s) into the metastable2D3y2
level is undone by illumination with 609-nm light tha
© 1999 The American Physical Society 1611
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retrieves the ion(s) to the ground state via thejD3y2, F 
1l ! jf1y2g1y2, F  0l excitation. The ion is also ir
radiated by 12.6 GHz microwave radiation that driv
the jS1y2, F  0, mF  0l ! jS1y2, F  1, mF  0l hy-
perfine transition shifted by quadratic Zeeman inter
tion. Optical pumping into thejF  1, mF  61l levels
is avoided when theE vector of the linearly polarized ligh
subtends 45± with the direction of the dc magnetic field
A cycle of measurement (Fig. 1a) includes (i) prepar
the ion in thejF  0, mF  0l state by a UV laser puls
that spuriously and nonresonantly excites theF  1 ! 1
transition, (ii) the first microwavepy2 pulse, (iii) a time
intervalT of free evolution of the magnetic dipole, (iv) th
secondpy2 pulse, and (v) probing the fluorescence by a
other UV pulse which simultaneously prepares the ion
theF  0 state for the next cycle. AfterN-fold repetition,
the microwave is applied simultaneously with the UV lig
for recooling the ion. Subsequent cycles involve the
crowave frequency stepwise scanned across the hype
resonance. Figure 1b shows the interpretation of the
cedure as Mach-Zehnder interferometry. Whereas thepy2
pulses replace beam splitters, different angles of prop
tion are replaced by differentangles of inclination,vs the
direction ofB, of the instantaneous value of the ions’ ma
netic momentm. The state of the ion(s), after the seco
py2 pulse, results from interference of two pathways
evolution. Such a Ramsey interference pattern of asingle
ion is shown in Fig. 2a, where each data point repres
averaging over 40 individual observations. When, in
two “arms,” i.e., in the component states, the phases
shifted differently between the twopy2 pulses, e.g., by a
pulsed variation of the ambient magnetic field, the interf
ence pattern, althoughnot the envelope, shifts in frequenc
(Fig. 2b).

FIG. 1. (a) Gating of UV ion preparation and prob
microwave (MW), magnetic field (B), and detector (PM)
(b) Atom-wave Mach-Zehnder interferometer in configurat
space. Beam splitters are replaced bypy2 pulses.
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The likeliness of finding the ion in state,jS1y2, F 
1, mF  0l, i.e., observing scattered UV light upon th
final laser excitation that serves for analyzing (A) the
ion state, after preparing the ionsPd in statejS1y2, F 
0, mF  0l initially in the cycle, is given by

Ssu, fd  jkAjDsu, fd jPlj2,

whereD is a composite unitary rotation of stateP, u p
V2 1 D2 t is the angle of nutation generated by at-long

pulse of microwave radiation,V is the Rabi frequency,
D  n 2 n0, andn andn0 are the microwave and reso
nance frequencies, respectively. The phase accumul
by the Larmor precession is

f  2s1yh̄d
Z

mB dt .

In order to simulate a sequence of measurements o
individual ion, we first determine the pertaining amplitud
when theF  1 sublevels are nondegenerate from the fie
B ; Bz and only the transitionF  0 ! 1, mF  0 ! 0
is excited by the signal. The operator of rotation is ma
up of a free precession byf, aboutz, sandwiched between
two series of three rotations each, by the anglesx about
the x axis, u about they axis, and2x about thex axis
again, where tanx  DyV, i.e., [17]

Dm0msx , ud 
1y2X

mm021y2

d
s1y2d
m0m0 s2xdds1y2d

m0m sudds1y2d
mm sxd ,

such that

Dm00msx, u, fd 
X
m0

Dm00m0sx , udeim0fDm0msx, ud .

Here, m, m0, m00  11y2 or 21y2 stand for the ion’s
statesjF  1, mF  0l andjF  0, mF  0l at the time
of preparation (m), free evolution (m0), and analysis
(m00), respectively. The rotationsD represent the “beam
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FIG. 2. Photo counting rate of single-ion fluorescence
microwave detuning. Each data point shows accumula
results of 300 attempts; dc magnetic fieldB0 constant (top), and
set to B0 2 DB, during t0, yielding the phase shift of fringes
kDfl11y2  1.28 rad.
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splitters” of the Mach-Zehnder scheme. The probab
of finding the ion in the upper state11y2, i.e., S ;
j fs11y2, u, fdj2, is represented by the curves fitting t
data in Figs. 2a and 2b.

The expectation value of the phase of precession, w
the ion has been prepared initially inm, is

kf̂ml 
X

m0m00

kAjDPl kDPjf̂jAl ,

and the expectation valueunder the conditionof final
fluorescence detection is

kf̂21y2lm0011y2  j fs11y2, u, fdj2fy2 ,

where the precessional phase operator isf̂  fŝzyh̄ 
2if≠y≠f and, with a constant magnetic fieldB0 and
mF  0 ! 0, we havef0  2

1
2 vhfh2B2

0T . Here, ŝ

is the Pauli spin operator,h  sgImN 2 gJm0dyh̄vhf,
the ground-state hf splitting isvhf, and gI , gJ and mN ,
m0 are the nuclear and electronicg factors and nuclea
and Bohr magnetons, respectively. The phase is sh
differently along the two interferometric paths of the ion
free evolution between thepy2 pulses: Variation of the
dc magnetic fieldB0 by DB over time intervalt0 # T
gives rise to

f  f0 1 Df  2
1
2 vhfh2

3 fB2
0sT 2 t0d 1 sB0 1 DBd2t0g ,

such that the expectation value of the phase shift a
successful probing is

kDfl11y2  j fs1 1
2 , u, fdj2fy2

2 j fs1 1
2 , u, f0dj2f0y2.

This phase shift of fringes observed with 300 super
posed detections on anindividual ion, as well as with in-
dividual observations on an ensemble of some 30 i
plotted vs the Larmor phase shiftDf is shown in Fig. 3.
The data represent experimental proof of the quantum
sion of ergodicity for the two-level system [18].

An attempt at measuring the phase on an individual
ticle by a single observation does not seem likely to p
vide any information. In fact, with such an observatio
certain phase values that are possiblea priori are excluded
andpartial information is derived which is augmented
each follow-up observation, as will be shown. The
treme values of the emerging fringes correspond to si
tions where the probing of the particle state (F  1 or 0,
i.e.,m00  11y2 or 21y2) is compatiblewith the particle’s
preparation. Everywhere else in the fringes, in partic
at the halfway values, the probing isincompatible(the cor-
responding operatorŝA andD̂P̂ “do not commute”). Since
the detected signal of ion excitation is two-valued (1 or
its variance at these halfway positions gives rise to m
n
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FIG. 3. Phase shift of fringeskDfl11y2 vs Larmor phase
shift Df, for an ensemble of some 30 ions (1) and for 300
detections onindividual ions, as in Fig. 2 (d). Variation of
Df by 0, 5 # t0 # 5 ms.

mum projection noise[15]. In contrast, at the extrem
values, no projection noise appears. Upon increasing
number of individual phase measurements whose res
are lumped together for an average, the projection n
decreases. The spectral distribution of projection nois
particularly undesirable when the slope of a fringe is s
posed to serve as the discriminant for the frequency c
trol of a laser that represents a frequency standard, s
for this purpose the signals at both wings of a fringe
compared in order to derive feedback for frequency re
The distribution may be shifted by another rotation in co
figuration space such that the minimum variance appe
at the halfway frequencies (“spin squeezing”) [19].

Whereasa priori the probabilityPsfddf of finding a
particular phase value betweenf andf 1 df of the ion’s
azimuthal wave function does not depend on that ph
angle, this is not so even after a single observation of
ion in one of itsm00  61y2 states:

Psfd  sfy2d21kA, 11y2jf̂jA, 11y2l

 1 2 sfy2d21kA, 21y2jf̂jA, 21y2l

 sin2 u cos2 f

2 .

Each consecutive result of a measurement modifies
probability, and for a trajectory ofn measurements a
signal frequencyn, of which r yields the fluorescence
signal, the probability per unit phase is

Pn,r sn, fd  s n
r d sin2r usnd cos2r sfy2d

3 f1 2 sin2 usnd cos2sfy2dgn2r.

This evolution of the knowledge on the phase is sho
in Fig. 4, wherePn,nsn0d, the probability for the appear
ance of homogeneous sequences of results on reson
is plotted, vsf, for various values ofn. Note that with
n ! ` the fringe spectrum features a well-defined pha
lacks projection noise, and agrees with that of a meas
ment on a large ensemble.
1613
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FIG. 4. ProbabilityPn,r of finding phasekfl1y2 of Ramsey
fringes uponr results (out ofn accumulated attempts) showin
resonance scattering. Note that even a single observa
restricts the range of possible phase values.

MODR on the ground-state hyperfine transition of
single171Yb1 ion suffers from low efficiency of the cyclic
fluorescence excitation on the linejS1y2, F  1, mF 
0l ! jP1y2, F  0, mF  0l which is bypassed by spu
rious scattering in the wing of the linejS1y2, F  1l !
jP1y2, F  1l and concomitant pumping the ion into th
jS1y2, F  0l level. Consequently, averaging over som
twenty individual measurements at each value of sig
detuning has been required in order to display a spectr
In contrast, interruption of fluorescence by excitation
theE2 line at 411 nm that takes the ion into itsD5y2 level
(OODR) is efficient and displays “quantum amplification
Trajectories of gated detections of light scattering altern
ing with driving the ion on theE2 transition (but with ini-
tial preparation not repeated) show stochastic series o
and off detection (Fig. 5) and the concomitant “quantu
jumps” [20,21]. However, at periodic light frequencie
the results are predetermined owing tocoherentinterac-
tion of the ion with the radiation field, and the results o
or off arecertainat nutation anglesusnd that are multiples
of py2. From the spectrally alternating deterministic a
stochastic results, the phase of the Ramsey fringes
be derived by determining the spectral periodicity fro
second-order spectral correlation and fitting the pha
Consequently, although for the full determination of t
phase an ensemble of measurements is indispensable
ensemble need not consist of measurements under e
conditions.

In conclusion, atom interferometry has been extende
an individual atomic particle, a trapped and cooled171Yb1

ion. The phases of the wave functions responsible for
Larmor precession of the coupled electronic and nucl
magnetic moments are separately addressed in the a
of a Mach-Zehnder-like arrangement, and they have b
shifted in opposite directions by a pulsed variation of t
ambient magnetic field. The variation of the magnetic p
tential felt by the ion’s induced magnetic moment giv
1614
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FIG. 5. Photocounting rate of172Yb1 single-ion resonance
scattering after an attempted laser excitation onS1y2-D5y2 E2
line, at laser detuning to dip (top), midslope (center), a
peak of fringe (bottom) shown in the insets. Distributions
counting rates (right-hand graphs) correspond to determini
(top, bottom) and stochastic (center) measurements. Spur
counts in the upper score and “no counts” in the lower one
caused by imperfections in the frequency setting.

rise to a shift of the observed fringes as known from t
scalar Aharonov-Bohm effect. From a series of results
individual measurements, a phase distribution with a m
probable phase may be determined. This probability dis
bution becomes narrowed upon each individual measu
ment reiterated, such that the phase of the fringes beco
better defined with the number of measurements incre
ing. Spectro-temporal series ofindividual measurements
alternate, upon scanning, between deterministic and
chastic results, as shown by OODR on anE2 line.
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